Europa Nostra Belgium

General Assembly and visit of Annevoie gardens and castle under restoration

1. Paul Dujardin CEO Fine Arts Palace (Bozar), newly elected President
2. Paul Dujardin and Jozef Van Waeyenberge, past President
3. Views of the castle
4. Group photos of attendants
5. Views of the gardens

Annevoie, an 18th century industrial site (foundry) whose owner created a large artificial canal/reservoir at the highest point of his site and used it as source of water for both the foundry and the fountains of his pleasure garden, once rivalling Villa d’Este. These waterworks are presently being restored by a new owner, in view of having the canal feeding again the entire set of waterworks. The photos were taken on a half day tour by the president and the members of Europa Nostra Belgium to the Annevoie Estate (mansion and gardens under restoration), following its General Assembly.